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3.0 update.Q: What is the
GitFlow workflow for a Rails 3
app? I am trying to implement a
version control workflow for a
Rails 3 app. It will have the
following namespaces: Sites -
List - Create - Change - Delete -
Index - List - Show - List - Show
- Update - Create - Delete If I
put a migration for AddNewSite
and User under the Sites/Create
directory, my understanding is
that it will not be deployed to
Heroku or any other location. Is
this correct? I tried to follow the
RailsCasts instructions but I
really don't understand how to
make these namespaces work.
What is the best practice for
implementing git flow for a rails
3 app? A: gitflow is a really nice
web application. I think you
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mean your deployment has a
separate namespace from your
source code or you are having
trouble understanding your
version control workflow. I can't
tell if you need any help with
that by reading your question but
in any case, it can work the way
you explained. Deployment
namespace It's seems to be what
you are looking for. By default
the namespace of the
deployment is release/master so
you would just need to make
sure it is deployable in this
namespace. source code
namespace You can use your
source code namespaces like you
said. But if you are trying to use
your source code namespace for
the deployments, you would first
need to commit your 9df0af710a
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